
PROJECT PROPOSAL
Rebranding GreenSound



PROJECT  
BACKGROUND

WHY DO WE ALL NEED A STRONG BRAND
THESE DAYS?

We are not living in an advertising world anymore, we live in a 
brand world, where people develop product loyalty through brand 
personality, not just repeat advertising. 

Even you have the highest quality of products, you can’t grow further 
if you don’t have a strong brand personality which communicates 
across different cultures.



PROJECT DETAILS

YOUR NEEDS:
An outstanding brand personality which covers:
- brand narrative (mission statement), 
- brand values (vision statement),
- strap line (slogan)
- and a logo to summarise all of the above.

Your brand personality should emphasise your high-tech orientation, 
should be customer friendly, should make sense and sound good in 
multiple cultures. 



OUR APPROACH

CLIENT & INDUSTRY DISCOVERY
We kick-off rebranding projects with some good quality 
conversations with the clients. We aim to learn as much as 
possible about the company culture, values and the way you  
do business, and try to understand what works, what doesn’t 
work at the moment.

We will also ask you to tell us as much as possible about the 
customers you are catering to — who are they, where they live, 
what they buy, how they dress , etc . The more we know about 
your target audience, the easier it will be for us to shape the 
brand personality that they can fall in love with.

Another important part of this process is researching your 
competition. We need to see who else is out there and how their 
logos look, so we avoid doing something similar, or worse — 
doing something identical without knowing.



PROJECT STAGES

WE WILL FOLLOW THE STEPS BELOW:

1. Design Research

2. Developing 3 concepts for brand personality (Mission, Vision, Slogan)

3. Refining the selected brand personality

4. Developing 3 logo alternatives for the selected brand personality

5. Refining the selected logo



OUR PROPOSAL

PROJECT STEPS & BUDGET £ 6,000.00
• We provide you with a detailed creative brief which you fill-in

• We then discuss it with you in a kick-off call via Skype

• Based on this, we do research into the competitive landscape and  
develop 3 concepts for the brand personality (narrative, values and tagline)

• You choose one concept and we develop that (2 rounds of amends)

• Once that is signed off, we create the visual identity  
(logo, colour palette and typeface) - 3 designs to start

• You choose your favourite design and we develop that  (2 rounds of amends)



OUR PROPOSAL

PROJECT DELIVERABLES

• Brand personality to include:  
 - brand narrative (“mission statement”),  
 - brand values (“vision”)   
 - brand tagline (“slogan”).

• Brand logo, colour palette, and fonts (brand guidelines).

Project Duration: 3 weeks



...FUTURE STEPS

POSSIBLE NEXT STEPS IN THE FUTURE

Magnetic is a full service design agency offering services in multiple areas.

After completing your rebranding project we can move on and: 

- rewrite your website contents 

- redesign your website with the new brand guidelines

-  redesign your product packaging and give them a fresher look

- design your mailing campaigns and social media banners



RACE FORCE: ZERO TO HERO

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Race Force are a team of active triathletes & mechanics with a passion for bikes. They provide a tried & tested bike 
transport service as well as RaceWheels rental & RaceBeds at event locations for all budgets.

Their goal is to make getting to the start line easier for everyone. We worked with the founding director; Kate, to translate 
her ideas and visions into her brand. Kate was very passionate about how she wanted the brand to be perceived so there is 
a lot of meaning and association built into it. We then went on to create the Race Force website and marketing materials.



SWEAT THIS! BRANDING

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Sweat This! is a London based start up aiming to be the daily sports wear of the young and physically active people, looking for 
smart, colourful and witty outfits for their daily exercise schedules.

Sweat This! benefitted fully from our 'Zero to Hero' design & communication consultancy package. We listened to the founders 
and challenged their ideas, and then created the brand, designed the outfits, shopping pags, price tags, and promotional 
materials. This is one of our ongoing projects, and we'll soon be sharing more about our Sweat This! related outcomes.



GLOCALISERS

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Glocalisers is a Berlin based start-up with an office in London. They want to bring environmentally friendly and sustainable 
products to conscious young consumers who opt for their products as a lifestyle choice. 

We worked really closely with Glocalisers from the very beginning. We helped them build their brand, website, and all printed 
collateral. We designed a simple, colourful, and cheerful concept boasting illustrations to express the variety and uniqueness of 
the brands they deal with all around the world.



THM

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

THM is one of Australia’s leading sports marketing and communications agencies based in Sydney. They specialise in PR 
and media strategy for some of the biggest sports and entertainment organizations in Australia including Major League 
Baseball, the National Rugby League and the New South Wales Rugby League.

THM approached to us to redesign their existing website. However when we analysed their communication goals we 
realised that they needed a stronger identity. In the end we ended up designing a full identity kit and a complete new 
website to emphasise THM's dynamic, fresh, inclusive, personable, proactive and progressive character. We used big 
chunky typefaces, and strong colours like blacks, reds and whites to promote excellence and strength.



BODRUM SUITES

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Bodrum Suites is a boutique hotel located in Ortakent, one the cleanest beaches in Bodrum, Turkey.

We designed their brand from scratch, and built a theme around the Aegean Sea. The clever use of shades of blue provided a 
nice, fresh, summery feel. 

.kool tnarehoc a eveihca ot etisbew rieht ot ti deilppa ew s,enilediug dnarb   dna ogol eirht  detelpmoc ew ecnO



THE HQ

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

The concept of the HQ was born out of a necessity for a space that could be used as a base during London Fashion Week 
for bloggers and others to get access to a high speed internet connection, and also the lack of a coherent space which 
offered useful content for fashion week as well as a great ambience at no cost.

We created the whole concept from scratch in a very short period of time. The logo, the website, the cards, the leaflets, and 
the posters, are amongst the things we designed for this project.



MARINERO

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES



TV IN A CARD - TURKEY

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

You recorded your introductory video, what to do next? Send out a DVD or put it online and who sees it?

But personalise it, send it out in one of our catalogues and all your audience has to do is open the card, and everybody 
sees it!  We wanted to promote this product on a seperate website with more product specific details. We started with 
designing a new logo for the word "Ekranlı Kataloglar" (which means catalogues with screens in Turkish). After we were 
done with the logo and the whole brand guidelines we created the site suitable both for desktop and mobile browsing.



STYLOKO

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Styloko partnered with fashion retailer Reiss to offer a £1000 shopping spree and asked us to create an attention grabbing 
campaign to announce and promote entrants to the competition. We not only designed their leaflet, but also added an 
augmented reality layar to the leaflet that was full of interactive features. When users scanned the leaflet they were able to go 
directly to the competition page, download the Styloko app, instantly 'Like' Styloko's social media channels and were also able 
to view the new Reiss Spring/Summer Campaign video. 

The leaflet was distributed in goody bags at the prestigious National UK Blog Awards and results have shown a huge increase 
in entrants to the competition.



JERSEY E-CIGS

RELEVANT PREVIOUS EXAMPLES

Jersey e-Cigs is an online shop selling electronic cigarettes and e-liquids. It's the biggest seller in Jersey, UK. They used our 'zero 
to hero' package, where we designed and developed their logo, their e-commerce website, printed marketing materials like 
posters, and product packaging. Because we managed their complete communication design strategy and provided them 
everything they needed, they had time to focus to grow their business.



LET’S GET 
STARTED

We look forward to working together...

GET 
MAGNETISED
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